SAN JOAQUIN COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS
Project Delivery Sub-Committee
SJCOG Executive Conference Room
555 East Weber Avenue
Stockton 95202
Monday, February 10, 2014
4:30 p.m.
The San Joaquin Council of Governments is in compliance with the Americans with Disabilities
Act and will make all reasonable accommodations for the disabled to participate in employment,
programs and facilities. Persons requiring assistance or auxiliary aid in order to participate
should contact Rebecca Calija at (209) 235-0600 at least 24 hours prior to the meeting.
PARKING: For your convenience, parking is available at the COG Regional Center off of American marked
“Visitor” on the North Side Of the Parking Lot.

AGENDA
1.

Roll Call and Introductions:

2.

Public Comments:

3.

Approve Minutes of September 9, 2013:
Additional Material:
Minutes of September 9, 2013
Recommended Action:
Approve as submitted

4.

Interstate 5 Caltrans – Measure K Construction Cooperative Agreement Amendment
Additional Material:
Staff Report
Recommended Action: Action

5.

State Route 4 Western Extension to Navy Drive Right of Way City of Stockton
Municipal Utility Department and Business Operation:
Additional Material:
Staff Report
Recommended Action:
Information

6.

Status of Major Highway Projects:
Additional Material:
Project Matrix
Recommended Action:
Information

7.

Caltrans Executive Report (No Staff Report):

8.

Executive Director’s Report:

9.

Other Matters of Business:

10.

Adjourn to the Next Meeting of Committee:
Next Regularly Scheduled Meeting: March 10, 2014

NOTE:
The agenda packet is available for public inspection in the SJCOG Office at 555 E. Weber
Avenue during normal business hours. These documents are also available on the San Joaquin
Council of Governments website at www.sjcog.org subject to staff’s ability to post the
documents before the meeting.

PARKING:
Parking in SJCOG Parking Lot is limited to “Visitor” parking spaces. If these parking spots are
full, on street parking is available as well as public parking lots K and L. Public Parking Lot K
is located on the west side of American Street, just south of Weber Avenue and Public Parking
Lot L is located on American Street directly across from Parking Lot K. Parking charges will be
the responsibility of the attendees and/or the meeting organizer. SJCOG does not validate
parking tickets. Participants should be made aware of parking information before the day of the
meeting. Absolutely no “double” parking in the COG parking lot. Cars parked in unauthorized
areas will be towed away at owners expense.

SAN JOAQUIN COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS
Project Delivery Sub-Committee
SJCOG Conference Room
555 E. Weber Avenue
Stockton, CA 95202
Monday, September 9, 2013

MINUTES
1.

The meeting was called to order at 4:31 by Chairman Larry Hansen.
Present:
Councilman Jeff Laugero, City of Escalon; Councilman Larry Hansen, City of Lodi;
Councilman Moses Zapien, City of Stockton, Mayor Brent Ives, City of Tracy.
Others Present:
Steve Dial, Deputy Executive Director/CFO; Kevin Sheridan, Project Manager;
Kimberly Juarez, Office Assistant.

2.

Public Comments: None

3.

Approve Minutes of July 22, 2012:
It was moved/seconded (Hansen/Zapien) to approve the minutes of July 22, 2013.
Motion passed unanimously 4/0 by voice vote.

4.

State Route 4 Crosstown Extension to Navy Drive Expert Witness List:
Mr. Sheridan presented the item stating SJCOG has a list of firms to contract with for
Expert Witness services on the State Route 4 Western Extension project. He stated a
number of Expert Witness contracts have been executed, however Caltrans Right-ofWay has a need for more, whose names have not been identified on the list approved
by the board. With time sensitivity there is concern when there is a court date set in
between board meetings; therefore he is asking the PDC to recommend to the SJCOG
Board to authorize the Executive Director to add a name to the list for the Caltrans
Right-Of-Way process.
Mr. Zapien asked if each Expert Witness brings something different to the table. Mr.
Sheridan responded, they do have different opinions and at times they will bring on
another Expert Witness as back up to be consistent or there may be someone who
does not have the ability to comment on something specific on the site so they will
bring another Expert Witness who does have the ability to comment.
Mr. Dial stated SJCOG will report as approved names are added to the list.
It was moved/seconded (Ives/Hansen) to approve the recommendation to the SJCOG
Board to authorize the Executive Director to amend the list of firms for
reimbursement agreements with multiple Expert Witness contractors for the Caltrans
Right of Way acquisition process.
Motion passed unanimously Ives/Hansen by voice vote.

5.

Public Art on State Highway Projects:
Mr. Sheridan discussed the staff report for Public Art on State Highway Projects. He
also presented an example of a purple heart that was the original idea for public art on
the highways. He stated there was negative feedback from veterans; therefore the
heart was changed to purple squares which are seen on the Hammer Lane
interchange. Discussion continued about different aesthetics and art along the
highways. Maintenance of landscaping was another discussion amongst the
committee and Mr. Guidi clarified that once the cleanup and planting was completed
the general upkeep and maintenance was the responsibility of the cities. Mr. Sheridan
added the cities are the responsible parties for the upkeep or damage of the aesthetics
and art along the highways.
Mr. Laguero asked in regards to the permit system how to incorporate art if it applies
to during or after construction is complete. Mr. Sheridan responded if the city wanted
to incorporate art into an existing structure that is okay, it’s when the city wants to
incorporate art at construction with sales tax dollars and have the state maintain it for
a period of time is when an issue would arise.
Mr. Dial stated staff would investigate a Public Art Policy.
This item was for information only.

6.

Status of Major Highway Projects
Mr. Sheridan announced the Ribbon Cutting Ceremony and Dana Cowell Memorial
Dedication are scheduled for 11:00 a.m. September 27, 2013 at Tower Park.
Mr. Sheridan gave an update on the Crosstown freeway’s bid opening beginning
October 15, 2013.
Mr. Sheridan stated the contractor has begun drawing on the Debco site with opening
bids beginning October 16, 2013. There was further discussion about the current
property owner vacating within the specified timeframe.
Mr. Sheridan stated CTF funds were received and no public dollars spent for the
Dana Cowell Memorial. Caltrans worked with COG to adjust the size of the
memorial to come in on budget.
Mr. Sheridan stated the 99 South Stockton project is on schedule for June 2015.
This item was for information only no action was taken.

7.

Caltrans Executive Report
None

8.

Executive Director’s Report
None.

9.

Other Matters of Business
None.

10.

Adjournment
There being no further business to discuss, the meeting was adjourned at 5:35p.m. to
Monday, October 14, 2013.

February 2014
PDC

STAFF REPORT
SUBJECT:

Interstate 5 Caltrans-Measure K
Construction Cooperative Agreement
Amendment

RECOMMENDED ACTION:

Motion to Recommend the SJCOG Board to
Authorize the Executive Director to Approve
Amendment #2 to the Caltrans-Measure K
Construction Cooperative Agreement in an
amount Not to Exceed $33,930,000

DISCUSSION:
SUMMARY:
The Interstate 5 project has been faced with complex challenges during construction that have
resulted in a projected additional funding need of $7.25 million to complete the construction
phase. SJCOG staff is recommending to increase the Cooperative Agreement by $3.7 million to
change the current agreement amount from $30.23 million to $33.93 million. Caltrans is
requesting to increase the Construction Support by $3.55 million from State Highway Operation
Protection Program (SHOPP) funds. The Corridor Mobility Improvement Account (CMIA) funds
have been completely deallocated and are no longer available for any projects in the State.
SJCOG, Caltrans, and the California Transportation Commission (CTC) are the funding partners
on this project for Construction. SJCOG contracted with the City of Stockton to be responsible for
preparing the contract plans (Final Design) for this project and to perform Quality Control of the
plans in order for Caltrans to Advertise, Award, and Accept (AAA) the construction phase. To date
there are 64 Contract Change Orders written and the project is approximately 55% complete.
The additional $3.7 million being recommended also restores 5% contingency for the remaining
45% of work to complete. Out of the $3.7 million, the 5% contingency for the remaining contract
item work is $2,070,000.00. Restoring the contingency for the remaining work is a Caltrans
construction management standard practice when additional funds are being requested.
SJCOG’s Project Manager, SJCOG consultant Vali Cooper & Associates for Construction
Management Oversight, Caltrans Construction and Project Management have reviewed the
Change Orders to complete the project.

BACKGROUND:
Funding at Construction Contract Award
In April 2011 Caltrans received the following bid results with the low bid being approximately $10
million higher than the engineer’s estimated cost ($77 million). In January the California
Transportation Commission allocated $28,523,000 of SHOPP funds and $28,783,000 of CMIA
funds for the project. SJCOG contributed $26,583,000 of Measure K funds for a total of
$83,889,000. The estimate at advertisement left the potential for less funding needed to construct,
or a remainder of $4,567,000 in CMIA funds, and $3,647,000 in local Measure K funds.
As a result the project had to be awarded based on the approved programmed amount for CMIA
and Measure K, the SHOPP funding was increased to award.
In order to address the difference between the low bid and engineers estimate, 100% of the original
funding commitment approved by the SJCOG Board and CTC in August 2010 was needed, plus
additional SHOPP Funding to award the contract. The programmed amounts, difference, and
funding need are identified below:
Source

Programmed

Allocated

Difference

SHOPP

$28,650,000

$25,523,000

$127,000

Need to
Award
$30,428,000

Additional

CMIA

$33,350,000

$28,783,000 $4,567,000

$33,350,000

$0

Measure K

$30,230,000

$26,583,000 $3,647,000

$30,230,000

$0

Total

$92,230,000

$83,889,000 $8,341,000

$94,008,000

$1,778,000

$1,778,000

Summarizing, Caltrans increased the SHOPP funding to award the construction contract, no
additional CMIA or Measure K was needed. Since the time of award, the CMIA funding has been
completely exhausted and is no longer available to cover additional cost increases. With no CMIA
available for supplemental funds, SHOPP and MK are the only two funding sources left to cover
cost overruns associated with the CCOs.
Major Contract Change Orders (CCOs)
Although the amount being request by SJCOG staff covers all CCOs, below is a list of the major
CCOs that have led to the cost increases on the project.
CCO 2 – Repair Crash Cushions. Crash Cushions have to be used to protect the travelling
public from hitting the temporary K-rail placed during the stage construction as per the
contract. Due to high volume of traffic in this area there were a lot of crash cushions
damaged by the traffic accidents and replaced by the contractor. So far State has spent
$195,000 to repair the crash cushions and project is only 55% complete. Only $27,000 was
allocated for this work in the contract.

CCO 15 – Repair Existing Pavement.
This change order is to replace sections of existing pavement where they have failed with
temporary paving prior to the final paving. This change is required because during Stage 1,
traffic is being shifted and lane no. 3 is being placed on the existing shoulder. In order to
keep traffic moving at the posted 55 mph, and allow for the introduction of truck traffic on
what was previously a shoulder section, much of the pavement (that was potholed and did
not have adequate Asphalt Concrete thickness) needed to be replaced. In several locations,
repairs were required multiple times. As a part of the project plans Stage Construction, the
existing traveled way must be maintained for the passage of public traffic through the
construction zone. The existing pavement was in poor condition and was the main
justification for this project. So far the State has spent $630,000 to repair the existing PCC
roadway and an estimated $150,000 will be needed for the remaining duration of the
project.
CCO 17- Calaveras River Levee Repair.
This change order is to repair the existing levee on the south bank of the Calaveras River.
The repair of the levee was included in the contract documents. However, the contract
documents, including the permit issued by the Central Valley Flood Protection Board, did
not specify a time frame that would be required for the repair. The contractor’s plan, as
outlined in their baseline schedule, was to repair the levee after CIDH pile installation was
complete. The CVFPB issued a violation notice and directed Caltrans to suspend the pile
installation until the repair was completed. The cost of this change is in two components:
(1) an increase in contract items for Rock Slope Protection and RSP Fabric because the
erosion was worse than anticipated, and (2) a force account component to compensate the
contractor for costs associated with suspending the pile operation and changing their
planned order of work. The CIDH pile operation is specialty work, and the suspension of
the crew and equipment for six weeks was calculated to be worth $148,033.
CCO 22 – Repair Irrigation Line Deficiencies.
Special Provisions require the deficiencies in the existing irrigation system to be corrected
for “Maintaining Highway Planting”. Total Supplemental funds allocated for this work is
only $10,000 and so far $114,500 has been spent to repair existing irrigation line
deficiencies.
CCO 28 – Modify Staging Plans for Paving Width and Temporary Drainage.
This change was necessary because the freeway from March Lane to Hammer Lane will
have a new profile, which will be about 2’ to 3’ feet lower than the existing pavement (see
picture and cross section). In order to pave the new median, paving machine has to ride
on the smooth straight pavement. Also contract plans did not account for any
drainage for the median which will be lower (3 feet) than the existing lanes during the
staging of the project. In order to install temporary drainage and maintain the required three
traveled way lanes in each direction, the new number one lane for the ultimate southbound
direction could not be built until Stage 3. Part of this lane was needed for traffic during
stage 2 so a 12 feet section of temporary pavement was constructed. From this new
temporary lane only 6 feet is needed for traffic; however, the additional 6 feet will be used
as a shoulder for emergency traffic during the stage construction. Also, from Country

Club Blvd to March Lane there was a constructability issue with placing the new CRCP
adjacent to the existing concrete pavement. The existing pavement was not at a constant
distance from the centerline and the track width of the concrete paver plus the side
form width was larger than the available room behind the temporary railing. In order
to solve this issue, a 12’ wide temporary pavement was constructed from Country Club to
the Hammer Lane. So far State has spent $1,072,000 to construct this temporary pavement
and temporary drainage facilities. Also there will be an estimated $700,000 future costs
associated with the removal of this temporary pavement and drainage facilities.
CCO 37- LCB and Transition Modifications.
This change order revises the type of expansion joints used and compensates the contractor
for additional roadway excavation and Class 2 AS in lieu of lean concrete base. The lean
concrete base was not included in the measurement and payment section for the Wide
Flange Beam Terminal item in the Special Provisions. To reduce the amount of lean
concrete base required, Expansion Joints shown as Type WF in the contract plans will be
changed to Type AN. Work will be paid as adjustment to contract items at contract price,
and lean concrete base will be paid for at an agreed unit price, $481,434.
CCO 40 – Additional cost of CIDH Piling at Calaveras River & FW Beams at
Country Club UC. This change was necessary to resolve the Potential Claim detailed in
Contractor’s Letters No. 19 and 45. The contract plans did not specify a means and method
for the CIDH pile work; however, the eight required permits for the project stated that a
tressle would be used and the temporary piles for the tressle would have to be spun in and
out (no driven piles would be allowed). Due to the existing scour condition and steepness
of the levee, it was determined that spinning in and out temporary piles would be nearly
impossible. The Contractor proposed to use a rock causeway; however, renegotiation of
the permits would have been required and potentially could take six months to complete.
The work window in the waterway was four months for one permit and five months for all
the rest. Given the tight window for work within the water, it was determined that
utilization of a barge would be the best solution. The State agreed to compensate the
Contractor for additional costs incurred while placing the CIDH piles at Calaveras River
because an additional crane was needed and the installation of the CIDH piles was
hampered due to the small work area on the barge. The in-water work was completed in
one season, which was beneficial to the overall completion of the project. Also it was
determined that testing of the falsework beam material for the Country Club Blvd UC was
needed after the beams were brought to the site since the material had flame cut holes. It
was agreed that the State would compensate the Contractor for moving the beams for the
required testing, but the Contractor had to perform the tests at their cost. Total cost of this
CCO was $310,000.
CCO 45 – Relocate Drainage at Swain due to Utility Conflict. Existing utilities shown
on the contract plans were in conflict with the installation of the new drainage system.
Contract plans were revised to modify the new drainage system and connect it to the City
Storm Drains. Estimated cost for this work is $99,694.

CCO 46 – Pull Boxes in the Median.
Contract plans show electrical pull boxes in the median shoulder. During the stage
construction traffic will be driving over these pull boxes. These are traffic rated boxes but
are not designed to withstand heavy truck traffic 24/7. It was decided to fill these boxes
with concrete and remove this concrete later in Stage 4. Estimated cost of this work is
$125,000.
CCO 49 – Ramp and Stage Construction grade difference.
There was a grade difference between the existing ramps and newly constructed pavement.
In order to switch the traffic to the next stage, this grade difference had to be paved with
temporary pavement during the stage construction and will have to be removed in the later
stage. Estimated cost of this work is $350,000 for Stage 1 & 2 and $250,000 future cost for
Stage 2 & 3.
CCO 50 – Remove Existing Pavement with Fabric.
Contract plans did not show the existing fabric underneath the existing HMA layer shown
to be removed as roadway excavation. This pavement with fabric had to be removed
separately and disposed of outside the State Right of Way, as it could not be recycled and
reused, as planned. Estimated additional cost for this work is $300,000.
CCO 51 – Polyester Concrete for the Bridge Sags.
There are irregularities on the existing bridges which have to be corrected in order to
conform to the new bridge. This will be corrected by placing a leveling layer of polyester
concrete and filling the sags. Estimated cost for this work is $300,000.
CCO 52 – Differing Site Conditions (Potential Claim Record (PCR) # 5).
Project plans show Aggregate Base (AB) underneath the existing PCC pavement from
March to Hammer Lane. After excavating it was discovered that contract plans were
incorrect and there was Cement Treated Base (CTB) underneath the PCC instead of AB.
Contractor had planned to remove the PCC pavement layer and reuse the AB, along with
the other existing material, for backfilling the retaining walls. Contractor filed PCR #5 due
to the Differing Site Condition. This claim was evaluated and found to have merit. To
resolve the potential claim, the Contractor was compensated $845,000 for the additional
costs incurred due to the differing site condition.
Quantity Discrepancies:
The Roadway Excavation quantity includes all the material within the roadway prism. Item
50 “Remove Concrete Pavement” includes removal of PCC from the roadway prism.
Special Provisions Section 10-1.40 Existing Highway Facilities,” subsection “Remove
Portland Cement Concrete Pavement,” states, “No deduction will be made from any
excavation quantities for the quantity of Portland cement concrete pavement removed.”
The Designer deducted this PCC removal quantity from the roadway excavation quantity
for the Engineer’s Estimate. This deducted quantity actually has to be paid, which at item
price costs an additional $564,000.

Also, there was another miscalculated quantity for the Crib Wall. Special Provisions
Section 10-1.69 “Reinforced Concrete Crib Wall” states that “Reinforced concrete crib
walls will be measured by square foot for the type or types shown in the Engineer’s
Estimate. “The square foot area will be measured on the batter at the outer face for the
height from the bottom of the bottom stretcher to the top of the stretcher and for the length
measured from end to end of each section of the wall.” The Designer measured this
quantity in the Engineer’s Estimate as length times the width, which is only 1/3 of the
required quantity to complete this wall as designed. This additional quantity will cost an
additional $291,000 at the contract item price. The total cost of these two quantity
discrepancies is $855,000, due to design error.

Construction Contingency Percentage Changes
The standard practice for establishing contingency on projects is normally 5% of the construction
Engineer’s Estimate. Since Proposition 1B funding savings are deallocated and moved to other
projects, 10-15% have been set aside for construction contingency to address risks and overruns
during construction.
This project was awarded with only 5% contingency to start with as compared to other projects
with similar funding sources, i.e. 10-0E6114 (Manteca 99 Widening), 10-0E6124 (Manteca 99
Widening), 10-0E6134 (Manteca 99 Widening), 10-0S1104 (Stockton Cross Town Freeway) and
10-3A1004 (99 South Stockton Widening), which started with 10% contingency.
Authorized Contingency for this project was $5,584,405.00. All the CCO’s and projected
additional costs so far are $ 7,206,532 .00, which projects a negative contingency balance of
$1,622,127.00 and the project is only 55% complete.
Recommended Action
That the Project Development Committee recommend to the SJCOG Board to authorize the
Executive Director to sign contract amendment #2 with Caltrans to increase the Measure K
funding on this project by $3.7 million to a new total of $33.93 million.

Prepared by: Kevin Sheridan, Project Manager
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STAFF REPORT
SUBJECT:

State Route 4 Western Extension to Navy
Drive Right of Way City of Stockton
Municipal Utility Department and Business
Operation

RECOMMENDED ACTION:

Information

DISCUSSION:

STATE ROUTE 4 WESTERN EXTENSION TO NAVY DRIVE (CROSSTOWN)
Caltrans and SJCOG consultant staff have been performing the Right of Way activities (phase) for
this project. The partnership has successfully certified the Right of Way for the Proposition 1B
funding. Caltrans is managing the construction and the contract awarded significantly under
budget. However, there are still outstanding issues that need to be resolved in the Right of Way
phase to complete moving property owners and operational issues for those businesses along Navy
Drive impacted by the project.
In January 2011 Caltrans presented the Freeway Agreement to the Stockton City Council for
approval. During that Council meeting a number of property and business owners along Navy
Drive were present and addressed their issues to the City Council. When the Freeway Agreement
was adopted and approved, the City Council requested that as much consideration be offered to the
property owners that could legally be afforded to insure project related impacts were minimized to
businesses. To date Caltrans has successfully negotiated many of the issues associated with
businesses permanently and temporarily impacted, SJCOG consultants have successfully worked
to provide relocation assistance.
One of the last, complex, remaining issues to resolve is a specialized business owner that is not
currently required to move as part of the project design, but has a truck turning movement that
requires the loading docks to be reconfigured. Please see exhibit below for discussion. To rectify
the issue with the business owner, Caltrans Legal is recommending acquisition of part of the City
of Stockton’s Municipal Utility Department property on the North side of Navy Drive to preserve
the business in its current location and limit significant impacts to a highly specialized business
that cannot easily be relocated. If the MUD property cannot be acquired to resolve the issue, it is
likely the business will not be able to operate in its current location.

The most cost effective and efficient design requires 100 feet width with approximately 200 feet
length of property (north to south) from Stockton’s yard. This contemplates that trucks will be
able to use three of the new docks at the same time with the trucks making a blind turn from the
property acquired from Stockton to the new C&R docks. According to Greg Rinehart (Expert
Witness), the value for this design is $132,000, which includes $57,000 for the land, plus the extra
for purchasing the shelter on the northeast side, relocating the fencing between the City’s property
and C&R, the light poles and other.

Preliminary discussion with MUD during the Environmental phase led the team to conclude that
the maintenance building could not be relocated and that the area was needed for employee
parking. Considering the City Council’s request to help property owners, Caltrans legal would like
to propose this option to the business owner to help resolve the issue the business has had
operating on Navy Drive both prior to this project being built and after construction has completed.
The funding for the Right of Way is 100% MK and it is SJCOG staff’s opinion that the option
Caltrans has presented is the best for the City of Stockton, the business owner, Caltrans, and the
MK program. MUD’s cooperation is required to avoid a substantial impact to this business.

Exhibit of Navy Drive Improvement
Toledo property is 1.97 acres
Permanent easement take is 0.20 acre on Navy Drive
Temporary easements are 0.04 acre existing Driveway Entrance
Prepared By: Kevin Sheridan, Project Manager
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STAFF REPORT
SUBJECT:

Status of Major Highway Projects

RECOMMENDED ACTION:

Project Matrix

DISCUSSION:
Attached to this staff report is a project matrix developed as a project management communication
tool to provide updates on the current delivery status of projects on the state highway system. For
these major highway projects, SJCOG is an implementing agency, financial sponsor, or both and
shares in the responsibility in helping to insure the successful delivery of the projects identified.
Please see project notes section on the spread sheet for related information.
Project Information/Action (see additional staff reports)
STATE ROUTE 4 WESTERN EXTENSION TO NAVY DRIVE (CROSSTOWN)
Information regarding assistance needed from the City of Stockton to help resolve operational
issue with a Navy Drive business.
INTERSTATE 5 CALTRANS/MK CONSTRUCTION COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT
AMENDMENT
Amendment request to overall construction funding to cover shortfall needed to complete project.

Prepared By: Kevin Sheridan, Project Manager

Major Highway Project in Construction

Project Exceeding Expectations
Project Meeting Expectations
Project Not Meeting Expectations
Measure K

Existing
Funding
Total Project Cost
Commitment
(millions)

Project Description

Highway 12 Improvements (I-5 to
Terminous) Intersection Improvement,
left turn channelization, lane extension,
and ITS.

20.5

20.5

Highway 12 Bouldin Island
Rehabilitation (Caltrans SHOPP)
shoulder widening to 10' and pavement
rehab from Terminous to Moke River

56.33

56.33

Measure K
Highway

193.64

70.2

Route 99 South Stockton (Crosstown
Freeway to Arch Road) Inside widening
to 6 lanes, interchange
modification/construction, and auxilliary
lanes

214.46

214.46

36.56

154.84

STIP

Other Local
RTIF Highway

RTIF Local

TCIF

CMIA

Route 99

HRCSA

SLPP

STIP Local
(RIP)

STIP
State
(IIP)

Other State Federal Funds

56.33
SHOPP

140.4

154.84

Measure K
Local

PROP 1B

20.5

Western Extension Highway 4
(Crosstown Freeway) Extend Crosstown
Freeway from Fresno Ave to Navy Drive.

Route 99 Manteca (Arch Road to Rt.
120) Inside widening to 6 lanes,
interchange modifications/construction.

RTIF

70.2

Begin Construction
Phase Date

Comments

Construction

May 2012

Project construction complete. Close out phase.

Construction

October 2013

Construction winterized. Construction to resume in spring.

Nov 2013

Construction contract kick off meeting 2/10/14. Unresolved Right of Way
issues needing assistance from the City of Stockton MUD, see attached Staff
Report for further details. SJCOG and Caltrans to finalize remaining Right of
Way activities and contaminated soil remediation.

February 2013

Golden Gate MLK Interchange and BNSF Railroad Structure construction on
going. Bridge local street overcorssings being prepped for inside widening of
the highway. Clark Drive access to 99 closed.

Construction

11

22.53

Project Phase

132.26

10

16.01

89.54

I-5 North Stockton Widening Inside
widening to 8 lanes from Country Club to
Hammer Lane with some auxiliary lanes
and HOV lane option beginning at
Charter Way.

119.5

119.5

44.22

33.35

I-205 Auxiliary Lanes construct 2 aux
lanes between Mt. House and 11th Street
and (5) Accel/Decl lanes at Grant Line,
Tracy Blvd., and Holly Dr.

19.72

19.72

10.65

9.07

17.02

1.558

Construction

32.77

32.8
SHOPP for
Construction

Construction

Project split into three construction phases. Construction on going for all
phases. Phase 1 Hwy. 99 inside widening, Phase 2 French Camp
Phases 1 & 2
Interchange, Phase 3 Lathrop Road/Main Street Interchange. Northbound 99
Summer/Fall 2012,
Main Street On-ramp permanently closed on July 8. Detour in effect until
Phase 3 Winter 2012 Lathrop Interchange is completed.Phases I&II anticipated completion Fall
2014, Phase III Fall 2015.

Construction

August 2011

Stage I to widen the median and bridges complete. Stage II to shift traffic to
the median Northbound from Country Club to Hammer Lane complete.
Northbound lanes scheduled to be completed by August 2014. Southbound
lanes will then begin construction. Caltrans constructing rehabiliation project
between 8th Street and Country Club Blvd. Additional funding needed see
Staff Report.

Construction.

April 2011

Construction completed April 2013.

Construction

January 2013

Construction contractors are Bay Cities/Myers Inc. Joint Venture. Partnering
meetings being held between Contractors, City of Stockton, and SJCOG
staff. Construction on going.

Construction

June 2011

Construction completed, open to traffic and ribbon cutting held on 12/19/13.
Revegetation of sensitive areas ongoing.

Construction

January 2011

Construction Completed

I-5 French Camp Road Interchange
Modify and reconstruct Interchange

Sperry Road Extension and realignment
of approximately 5,300 linear feet of
Sperry Road from Performance Drive to
French Camp Road

North Stockton Grade Separations
Constructing two roadway overpass on
Eight Mile Road and an underpass
crossing at Lower Sacramento Road

Total =

48.90

48.9

9.2

.50

47.90

47.90

9.2

71.20

55.2

27.8

893.75

930.99

193.36

58.50

251.86

21

1.5

13.50

3.8

23.7

16.3 City & 2.6
UPRR

0.00

1.50

1.50

53.40

53.40

14.4 RSTP &
IMD

93.90

42.42

221.80

402.33

19.3

5.1

19.30

24.91

70.29

1.56

160.98

89.13

14.40

14.40

02/05/2014

